There Were Giants In The Land --They're out there. Waiting. The giants that used to stand watch over our motorways. Paper mache' and
chicken wire sentinels of that metaphor called Route 66. Most have fallen. A few remain. This is my
cross-country journal to document the survivors. Riding shotgun are my kids -- gawking in awe just
as I did the first time I fell beneath their shadows -- and reminding me just how important -- and
fragile -- a giant can be.
Up ahead, the signpost reads, "Last bingo parlor for 100 miles", "Mystery thing of the desert", "Yup,
another cavern", "You've just entered the Stucky's Zone".

"The Lost World"
The recipient of
several national
and
international
design
awards, his work
is on
display at the
National
Museum Of
Canada in
Ottawa, Ontario.

CABAZON, CA. - Not exactly "The Valley Of The Giants", but close enough!
An hour and a half East of Los Angeles, or just 14 miles West of Palm Springs
resides a small community of prehistoric reptiles guarding their favorite truck stop.
Erupting from the scorched desert floor
they stand four stories tall and weigh
over several hundred thousand pounds.
Although their mighty maws are silent
these monstrous labors of love consumed
over a decade of a famed artist's life.
They are the hand-sculptured
creations of the late Mr. Claude Bell.
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Lovingly restored by the new
proprietors, these dinos
may be a few million
years extinct...
but they're still
open for business!
Stop by and visit
your new hosts,
Ken and Jamie.

"That Joe Guy" is
a member of
the National
Cartoonist
Society and
Golden Mug
winner.

Visit my new WEBSITE!
www.funnypaperz.com
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Watching the
kids climb with
delight, I'm
amazed at how
fresh my own
memories are
of this place -
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When I rewarded
an old man's toil
with my own cries
of joy and conquest
atop the big toe
of a Brontosaurus.
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